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Spinoffs https://spinoff.nasa.gov/resources.html



NASA Spinoffs     Solar Stove

A solar cooker is a device which uses the energy of direct sunlight to heat or cook 

are relatively, 

Because they use no fuel and 
cost nothing to operate, they 
can be used world-wide in 
order to help reduce 
fuel costs and air pollution



Nasa Spinoffs     Water Purifier

Volunteers help install and test a water purification system in Kendala, Iraq.
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JUST UPDATED! NASA’s Technology Innovation

The newest edition of NASA's Technology Innovation, Issue 17.3 on Small Spacecraft

Is now available for download.

Each issue of our digital publication Technology Innovation features space technology 

innovators and project developments across NASA, highlighting the American 

inventors, entrepreneurs, and application engineers who have transformed space 

exploration technologies into products that benefit the Nation.

The newest edition of the digital publication is now available in the iTunes store

as an iPhone or iPad app as well as in the Google Play store as an Android app. 

A desktop viewer is also available.

IOS APP:

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/nasa-technologyinnovation/id1000795126?mt=8

GOOGLE PLAY STORE:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gov.nasa.ti

WEBVIEWER:

https://viewer.aemmobile.adobe.com/index.html#project/20151817-e5ce-

4721-aff0-65bc38c9679b/view/topLevelContent/article/NASAmasterEULA

Click HERE to sign up to receive updates to the digital publication.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/nasa-technology-innovation/id1000795126?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gov.nasa.ti
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/nasa-technologyinnovation/id1000795126?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gov.nasa.ti
https://viewer.aemmobile.adobe.com/index.html#project/20151817-e5ce-4721-aff0-65bc38c9679b/view/topLevelContent/article/NASAmasterEULA
http://nasa.us5.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=b64e374f623dc7bf83fa94fc1&id=63c5a1d78c
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/stmd_technology_ezine_mobile_v17_3.png


• NASA’s Earth Observing System Data and 
Information System (EOSDIS) provides full and open 
access to more than 17.5 petabytes of Earth 
observations data.
• One petabyte has been described as being equal to 

roughly 20 million file cabinets filled with text. 
• By 2020 the data archive is estimated to be around 65 

petabytes in size; by 2025 this archive may be more than 
330 petabytes in size. 

• EOSDIS systems allow data users from around the 
world to easily search the entire EOSDIS data catalog 
and find relevant data products in less than a second

EARTH Observations
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Earth Observations



Natural Disasters

Earth-observing satellites that spot forest fires and other natural
Disasters



Using the 

International Space Station

Operating in the Lunar 

Vicinity (proving ground)

After 2030

Leaving the Earth-Moon System 

and Reaching Mars Orbit
Now

2020s

Phase 0

Continue research and 

testing on ISS to solve 

exploration challenges. 

Evaluate potential for 

lunar resources. Develop 

standards.

Phase 1

Begin missions in 

cislunar space. Build 

Deep Space Gateway. 

Initiate assembly of Deep 

Space Transport.

Phase 2

Complete Deep 

Space Transport and 

conduct yearlong 

Mars simulation 

mission.

Phases 3 and 4

Begin sustained 

crew expeditions to 

Martian system and 

surface of Mars.

EXPANDING HUMAN PRESENCE IN PARTNERSHIP

CREATING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES, ADVANCING

TECHNOLOGIES, AND ENABLING DISCOVERY
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It Starts with the International Space Station



Center for the Advancement of Science in Space

• Cooperative agreement with NASA to manage ISS National 

Laboratory

• Mission is to maximize use of space for innovations which can 

benefit all humankind  - focus on Earth 

• NASA  provides seed funding and CASIS seeks non-governmental  

complementary funding

• Examples

– Eli Lily researching freeze drying development to improve chemical and 

physical stability

– Research Institute growing lung tissues looking for therapies to repair  

damaged organs



Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS) 

• Examples:

– Michael J. Fox Foundation teams up with CASIS to 

research Parkinson's disease

– Cotton sustainability challenge  - to reduce cotton 

footprint 

• to produce one kilogram of cotton requires thousands of liters 

of water

– Collaboration with Merck Pharmaceutical to conduct 

therapeutic research that could ultimately lead to the 

development of new drugs and therapies to treat 

human immunological disease

• More efficient drug delivery



Space +50 and Unispace 2030

Perhaps this is a model that could be  
considered by others who provide 
access to space






